
Collected Critical Praise for the previous recordings of MLN 

Almost impossibly beautiful. Dusted  

It will slow down the passing world and maybe even alter the way you 
see the light coming in the window. If pain persists, put it on again. 
Sydney Morning Herald

Despite it’s far flung origins and diverse input, Nicholson’s music retains 
a clear authorial voice and purpose offering a series of panoramic 
variations, phased drones, vaporous trails and heavily processed cycles 
of ebb and flow. The Wire 

Breath-taking and epic. Sretches and glides through a cornucopia of 
musical styles with consummate ease.  A walk through an audio 
rainforest and beyond. Terrascope 

Sweeping, skyward epics, worthy of Olympic closing ceremonies or 
peyote snacks by the "fire spot" in the woods… Prefix 

Overwhelming compositional talents and production styles. Boomkat  

Fans of The Books, Low, Animal Collective & Broken Social Scene need 
to hear this densely layered pop masterpiece. Reckless 

A lyricist of wry wit and rare intellectual cunning, a poet who disses his 
subjects with a hearty, Zen-flavored circumspection. Lord only knows 
when Nicholson or anyone else will summon the wherewithal to 
complete another album this ambitious and absorbing. Flagpole 

The Secret Miracle Fountain is an experimental rock album that glitters 
to its depths like a musical coral. A broad and startlingly mature 
representation of world musicianship with not so much as an 
instrumental ego in sight. Tangents 

Galeria de la Luz is an album that is shared between families, between 
people with similar sensitivity. Masterpiece. Rock It To The Moon, FR  

Will stun, astound and yes, possibly even bring you some much needed 
peace in your life. Treblezine 

Stretches the ethereality of dream-pop into blissout, as strings, wordless 
vocals, and guitar bleed together in swatches of psychedelic color. 
Function argue convincingly that sometimes you have to leave the 
planning behind and go on instinct. Pitchfork (8.2) 

Nicholson builds a perfect puzzle, both delicate and coarse, each piece is 
placed in the right place. Losing Today 



Brilliant sound, inspired samples, field recordings, world music, elegiac 
melodies, the orchestra of a new era. Decouvrir Absolument 

The raw thrashing of rustic instrumentation treads alongside 
mercurial, abstract electronics, forging a sublime juxtaposition. Nuemu 

Orchestral ranks marshaled with stunning composure and restraint 
Uncut 

Fits perfectly among the newest heroes on the edge of the singer/
songwriter teritory. Psychadelic Folk 

The power of nature digitized and the heart of humanity released from 
its societal mores, all in one album Kyndmusic 

The album is mystical and soothing. It offers an experience that is 
unapologetically contemplative and fully immersed in the realm of the 
ethereal. The album is not meant to exist in the world of philosophical 
reductionism or simplified physics. The Secret Miracle Fountain is an 
expression of free will, a foray into transcendentalism... with its woodsy, 
hinterland sounds, (the album) seems to borrow more from Emerson 
than from Indie rock. Ampcamp 

Utterly beautiful.  Quite enchanting. Pressplayrecord 

The finest album to emerge from Australia this year. You have been 
warned.  Adequacy  

It occurs to me that I could type for days and come nowhere within the 
proper realm of “beginnings” in conveying the white magic Function 
delivers on album. SCTAS 

Press for AT / ALL (with Pascal Babare and Lucy Roleff) 

"Space-age pop, a combination of gorgeous balladry and the ‘Stranger 
Things’ soundtrack. Invention lines every seam on ‘Frequency’, and it’s 
a running theme on their fantastic first work.” 

-DIY Magazine, premiering our second single, "Frequency" 

“The band has created a signature sound that masterfully blends 
fragments of electronic and pop."  

-Nylon, premiering "Night Body" video 

"Psychedelic, transcendental. We call it like we see it, and we’re loving 
what we’re seeing." 

http://diymag.com/2016/08/12/at-all-frequency-premiere-sun-dog
http://www.nylon.com/articles/at-all-night-body-video-premiere


- Impose, premiering "Deeper" video 

“A very smooth and groovy track that is filled with pure, heartfelt 
sunshine.” 

-The Fader, premiering our first single "Deeper" 

“SUN DOG twinkles and pulsates with synths and undulating swells and 
glitches that make the songs feel like stepping into a sonic 
kaleidoscope.”  

-Noisey, premiering Sun Dog full album stream 

http://www.imposemagazine.com/tv/atall-deeper
http://www.thefader.com/2016/07/29/at-all-deeper
https://noisey.vice.com/en_us/article/atall-sun-dog-album-premiere-interview

